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Southwest Airlines Pilots
Approve Seniority Integration Agreement
(DALLAS) — Today pilots from Southwest Airlines and AirTran Airways voted to approve an agreement that will
merge the two carriers’ pilot seniority lists into one. Southwest pilots approved this deal by 83.56 percent with 95.1
percent of their pilots voting. AirTran’s pilots approved the new agreement by 83.58 percent with 93.99 percent
voting. Southwest Airlines’ purchase of AirTran was finalized on May 2, 2011.
“I am extremely proud of our negotiators’ efforts to preserve and enhance the career value of every Southwest
Airlines pilot and proud of our membership for demonstrating leadership by voting in favor of this negotiated list,”
said SWAPA President, Captain Steve Chase. “While SWAPA’s preference will always be for fleet growth and not
growth through acquisition, we trust that our company leaders will continue to take us in a profitable direction. Gary
Kelly has stated that in combining these airlines ‘one plus one should equal more than two.’ Now with the certainty
of an integrated seniority list, we are all looking forward to the continued success and growth of Southwest Airlines.”
Airline acquisitions require the task of merging the seniority lists of work groups. The integration of the lists
determines the order in which the pilots are placed. A pilot’s position on a company’s seniority list can determine
career aspects such as earnings, city base and days worked. With an agreement finalized between the pilots,
Southwest Airlines has one less roadblock toward full integration of the two airlines.
“The history of seniority list integrations is a contentious one and the combination of work groups brings with it
significant challenges,” continued Captain Chase. “The fact that these two pilot groups were able to set aside
differences, dedicate themselves to this formidable task and come to an agreement that ensures the success of
Southwest Airlines is remarkable and rare in our industry.”
Pilots from AirTran will spend the next three years transitioning from AirTran operations to Southwest. Groups of
pilots will be transitioned into Southwest training classes in a process expected to last through the end of 2014. Soon
leaders from both pilot groups will begin work with the many transitional and union representational issues that are
still required moving forward.
Located in Dallas, Texas, the Southwest Airlines Pilots' Association (SWAPA) is a non-profit employee organization representing the
more than 6,100 pilots of Southwest Airlines. SWAPA works to provide a secure and rewarding career for Southwest pilots and their
families through negotiating contracts, defending contractual rights and actively promoting professionalism and safety. For more
information on the Southwest Airlines Pilots’ Association, visit www.swapa.org.
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